ACTEON® SATELEC® has developed X-Mind™ unity with:

- uncompromising design
- proven quality
- superior materials
- unique technological advantages

Lower dose of radiation!

Lower Radiation
- With patented ACE Technology, overexposed images are eliminated
- Regardless of the amount of radiation emitted by the generator, the SOPIX Inside sensor only uses the optimal dose required for a quality image
- This technology applied to X-Mind™ unity allows the SOPIX Inside sensor to start and stop the generator avoiding all risk of overexposing the image and patient, eliminating unnecessary re-takes of acquisitions. The patient only receives exact dose necessary.

Actual Dose Displays
- With SOPIX Inside you have no need to adjust exposure time
- The actual dose appears on timer screen after each exposure

Ergonomic and Easy
X-Mind™ unity functions with or without SOPIX Inside Sensors

Fluid and Stable
- You can single-handedly position and stabilize X-Mind™ unity
- Adjustment of the X-Mind™ unity is effortless
- The anti-vibration and anti-movement mechanism ensures drift free positioning during an exposure

Ergonomic and Easy
- With SOPIX Inside you have no need to adjust exposure time
- The actual dose appears on timer screen after each exposure

X-Mind™ unity mounted on Dental Focus™, LLC Dental Wet Lift Table.
Contact Dental Focus™, LLC at (908) 336-8790 or visit www.dentalfocus.biz for more detail options.